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An epitome of sleep innovation, carefully crafted with multiple layers of smart-soft and posture-supporting 
foams clubbed with separately swaddled premium pocket springs for ultimate body support. This adorable beauty 
will lure you into heavenly and eternal repose. Whether you are a person with a front-back or side-sleep pattern, 
you will gradually hover into an unparalleled comfort sleep zone with its luxurious deep cushioning and smart-cool 
mechanism. Resting with this sassy sleeping partner will keep you much more relaxed and rejuvenated when you 
wake up every morning.

10 YE
AR
S

S M A R T C O O L

 

No Motion Transfer Firmness Level
Firm

55 mm pocket spring diameter

300 GSM premium knitted fabric quilted with 
25 mm smart-soft foam

Additional layer of smart-PUF for extra 
cushioning

150 mm premium pocketed spring core

25 mm posture-support PU Foam

Phosphate treated tampered steel-wire 
pocket spring

Lifetime Shape 
Retention

Anti-Microbial
Fabric

74x48x10

74x60x10

74x54x10

74x72x10

AVAILABLE SIZES
(LxWxH)”

Customized sizes may also be made 
available subject to acceptance of the 

order by the company*The con�guration image and size used here are for representation purposes, The size of the spring core may change with the change in thickness.

Posturepedic 
Structure
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Firmness Level
Comfort

1.8mm steel-wired spring with 60mm diameter for longer shape retention 

300 GSM premium knitted fabric quilted with 
25 mm smart-soft foam

25mm smart soft foam

25 mm posture-support PUF Foam

Phosphate treated tampered steel-wired 
pocket spring.

10 YE
AR
S

The majestic grandeur is designed with supreme craftsmanship, the finest materials & modern cutting-edge 
technology exclusively crafted for the connoisseurs of luxury. The soft feel mattress is made of premium pocket 
spring core and skinned with smart-soft PUF delivering a balanced posture in sleep, enhanced breathability with 
3-way airflow, and no-partner disturbance. What makes it an alluring artifact is its super-premium fabric with 
comfort plus cushioning that will make you fall into the lap of tranquility for a cool, comfortable, and restful night 
– no matter your sleeping style.

POSTURE-INTELLIGENCE
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74x48x10

74x60x10

74x54x10

74x72x10

AVAILABLE SIZES
(LxWxH)”

Customized sizes may also be made 
available subject to acceptance of the 

order by the company

Innovative Air�ow 
Mechanism
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No Partner 
Disturbance

Lifetime Shape 
Retention

Anti-Microbial 
Fabric

*The con�guration image and size used here are for representation purposes, The size of the spring core may change with the change in thickness.



  

10 YE
AR
S

A combination of luxury with a spine-support mechanism, this wellness mattress is designed with ultra-premium 
fabric and layers of smart-soft PUF foam & firm foam. The revolutionary heavy-duty foam snuggles at 
appropriate pressure point to support you along the spinal cord lines and body curves while keeping your body 
aligned and reducing pressure points. This mattress with a heavily marbled foam core is what a doctor may 
recommend you for your spine wellness and sleep comfort.

Firmness Level
Firm

300 GSM premium 
fabric quilted 
with smart-soft 
foam for comfort

25 mm �rm PUF for spine support

150 mm marbled foam as 
a core layer of full-body support

Anti-Microbial 
Fabric

AVAILABLE SIZES (LxW)”

74x36

74x48

74x42 74x60

74x72

74x54

THICKNESS: 8"&10"

Pressure Relief

ELW L- Ne ENI SP SS

Anti-Sag and 
Anti-Sinkage 

Customized sizes may also be made available subject to 
acceptance of the order by the company*The con�guration image and the size used here are for representation purposes, size of the core may change with the change in the thickness of the mattress.

Techno-Pure PUF 
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Crafted with advanced orthopaedic technology, this back-wellness mattress is designed and developed with 
luxurious-looking upholstery and layers of smart-soft, ortho-support, and heavy duty re-engineered PUF. This 
healing mattress is engineered with back support mechanism that encourages smooth body alignment and 
postural correction to help you with healthy and restful sleep. Suitable for preventive and therapeutic use, this 
wellness mattress is a must-have proposition for young and old.

10 YE
AR
S

Anti-Microbial 
Fabric 

300 GSM premium fabric 
quilted with smart-soft 
foam for comfort

150 mm orthopaedic foam as a 
core layer 

25 mm ortho support PU foam 
for back and posture support 

ADVANCED ORTHOPAEDIC
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AVAILABLE SIZES (LxW)”

74x36

74x48

74x42 74x60

74x72

74x54

THICKNESS: 8"&10"

Customized sizes may also be made available subject to 
acceptance of the order by the company

Orthopaedic 
Mattress

Back-Pain 
Relief System 

Firmness Level
Firm

Techno-Pure PUF 

foam
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*The con�guration image and the size used here are for representation purposes, size of the core may change with the change in the thickness of the mattress.



10 YE
AR
S

This gorgeous and sophisticated innovation of luxury comes to your bedroom thanks to exquisite craftsmanship, 
carefully chosen materials, and ground-breaking technology. Designed with Advanced Luxury Pure-PUF 
Technology, this comes with posture-adapting comfort, high-motion absorption, and a breathing enhancement 
mechanism that will lure you into nothing less than pure bliss. This mattress is a must-have for the true 
connoisseurs of comfort who seek a unique fusion of health and elegance.

Firmness Level
Comfort

- COMFORT FEEL

Ergonomically 
Designed

Anti-Microbial 
Fabric 

Air�ow Mechanism for 
Enhanced Breathability

ADVANCED LUXURY
PURE-PUF SYSTEM

AVAILABLE SIZES (LxW)”

74x36

74x48

74x42 74x60

74x72

74x54

THICKNESS: 8"&10"

Customized sizes may also be made available subject to 
acceptance of the order by the company

Lifetime 
Sag-Resistant

50 mm �rm PUF 
for support

150 mm extra �rm PUF core

300 GSM fabric quilted 
with smart-soft 
foam for enhanced 
comfort

foam
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*The con�guration image and the size used here are for representation purposes, size of the core may change with the change in the thickness of the mattress.



When perfection is a habit, what you get is an impeccably crafted mattress that will give your bedroom the 
opulence it truly deserves. This handcrafted luxury is created using innovative technology, epic design excellence, 
and carefully curated material. Engineered with firm PUF core and delicately layered with smart-soft foams that 
provide such a perfect balance to your comfort, luxury, and health that you will be driven back to your bedroom to 
land on to this cozy and comfy heavenly surface for the night after night of pure bliss.

10 YE
AR
S

Firmness Level
Comfort

Collaborative 
Response Mechanism

150 mm extra firm PUF core
for support

Premium fabric quilted 
with 25 mm 
smart-soft foam

10 mm medium �rm foam layer for balanced bounce and comfort

25 mm �rm PUF 
for support

Ergonomically 
Designed

Lifetime 
Sag-Resistant

Premium Imported 
Fabric

SAG-RESISTANT
TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE SIZES (LxW)”

74x36

74x48

74x42 74x60

74x72

74x54

THICKNESS: 8"&10"

Customized sizes may also be made available subject to 
acceptance of the order by the company

foam
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*The con�guration image and the size used here are for representation purposes, size of the core may change with the change in the thickness of the mattress.



Premium orthopaedic mattress is a firm mattress with the highest level of comfort, comprising heavy-duty re-engineered foam core with a dual 

layer of firm PUF. It comes with an exquisitely designed imported anti-microbial jacquard fabric, a smart-soft foam layer, and a marbled foam core, 

which is a rare combination resulting in a comfortable orthopaedic mattress with an optimal back support.

Quilted with 
Smart-soft foam

Extra �rm foam 

 quilted with 
Smart soft foam

Firm foam

Imported 
Jacquard Fabric

Back-Pain 
Relief System 

Firmness Level
Firm

Orthopedically
Recommended Mattress

74x36

74x48

74x42 74x60

74x72

74x54

Customized sizes may also be made available subject to 
acceptance of the order by the company

THICKNESS: 4",5",6",8",10"&12"

AVAILABLE SIZES (LxW)”

foam
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125mm 
core layer

12.5mm foam

Quilted with 
smart-soft foam
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